
AppZero – The Basics 
AppZero makes it easy to “pick up” enterprise applications and instantly 
deploy on physical or virtual servers in the datacenter or in any cloud. 

AppZero captures an application and its dependencies – with no OS – in 
a Virtual Application Appliance (VAA), which can be deployed at the click 
of a mouse. 

One click application provisioning makes moving to the cloud and 
between cloud providers instantaneous.  

Provision and migrate applications instantly
•  Migrate existing configured applications 

•   OS-free application virtualization is 10 – 100 times smaller than a VM 
– much faster to move

•   AppZero technology simplifies and automates the capture of new and 
existing applications

•  Scale easily across clouds

•  Create instant disaster recovery in any cloud

The advantages of OS-free packaging
•  Package once, run anywhere, many times

•  Runs on physical and virtual machines 

•  Hypervisor agnostic 

•  No OS license is required for distributing Windows applications

•  Zero cloud lock-in

•   Clear demarcation between cloud infrastructure/services and 
enterprise application – perfect for managed providers

•  Separate application and OS patch cycles

•   VAAs are unaffected by processor architecture, CPU core count, 
storage configuration or technology, OS configuration and file versions, 
cloud technology

•  Move an enterprise application to the cloud over lunch, not days

OS-free application packaging and zero-install 
•   AppZero’s patented software: package Windows and Linux server 

applications in OS-free Virtual Application Appliances (VAAs) for rapid 
provisioning across a network   

•   AppZero migration tool automates creation of VAAs from existing 
applications 

•   Migration technology for moving fully configured applications, not just 
new installations

•   AppZero VAAs are copied and run, requiring zero installation to get an 
application up and running on any server (physical or virtual), in a 
data center, hosted, or in the cloud 

•   Travelling as OS-free VAAs, applications are agile, moving from cloud 
to cloud, without lock-in

•   Applications arrive at the infrastructure, ready to run and free to be 
moved again
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The fastest and most simple way to move enterprise applications  
to and from any cloud – with no change and zero lock-in
Freely move multi-tiered applications between datacenters and clouds 

Business advantages

Enterprises get the agility to provision and move applications to 
and from any infrastructure or platform as the business demands

Software vendors (ISV) offer instant demos and PoCs on 
premises and in any cloud

Managed providers run applications without having to adapt VM 
images or conflict with OS configurations

Cloud providers speed migration of applications 

Any App.  Any Server.  Any Cloud.


